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Elixir introduces Espresso - New RapidWeaver Theme
Published on 03/18/09
Elixir is happy to announce Espresso theme for RapidWeaver. Espresso is a really flexible
theme with a stylish appearance that allows you to showcase your content. Espresso allows
you to modify a lot of different areas of your site design through the Page Inspector.
Espresso also makes heavy use of the RapidWeaver color picker. With it you can change the
colors for all of the following areas of your site design.
Orlando, FL - Elixir is happy to announce Espresso theme for RapidWeaver. Espresso is a
really flexible theme with a stylish appearance that allows you to showcase your content.
Espresso allows you to modify a lot of different areas of your site design through the
Page Inspector.
Espresso offers:
* Six header widths
* Six body widths
* Four sidebar variations (left, right, top, hidden)
* Eight built-in stock logos, as well as the RapidWeaver logo placement (found in the site
setup)
* Three logo positioning options
* Eighteen professionally design background, including the option to use the color picker
* Twelve horizontal menu styles (Espresso is a split navigation theme)
* Seventeen header stripe variations
* Four header / slogan font choices
* Three body font choices and three body font sizes
* Three sidebar font choices and three sidebar font sizes
* Three blog title font styles
Espresso also makes heavy use of the RapidWeaver color picker. With it you can change the
colors for all of the following areas of your site design:
* Site background
* Body font
* Sidebar font
* Sidebar title
* Links
* Sidebar links
* Sidebar background
* Sidebar border
* Site title
* Site slogan
* Blog entry titles
* Sub menu font
* Sub menu background
* Sub menu bar current page
* Sub menu selected current page font
* Sub menu bar hover
* Sub menu bar hover font
* Blockquote background
* Blockquote text
* Footer type
* Footer divider line
Moving into the future
For Espresso's sidebar and blockquote we're using a method for rounding the corners that
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is part of the CSS 3 standard. This is used on many popular sites and services like
Twitter and Apple. It provides nice, lightweight, rounded corners and in older browsers
that do not support it it degrades gracefully to normal squared off boxes as to not cause
problems for your users.
Espresso:
http://www.elixirgraphics.com/themes/espresso
Elixir Graphics:
http://www.elixirgraphics.com
Purchase Espresso:
https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?c=cart&i=223251&cl=732&ejc=2
Screenshot:
http://www.elixirgraphics.com/img/espresso_lrg_1.jpg

Elixir is a graphics company located in sunny Orlando, Fl. Elixir consists of a staff of,
well, just one. Adam Shiver. Adam is a self-taught designer with over 10 years of
professional experience. He has created a variety of award-winning media during his
career, including website design, newspaper graphics and layout, icons, online graphics
and other print projects. Adam loves coffee and episodes of The Office. If you really want
to bribe him, you can get him Amazing Spider-Man comics or something Apple. RapidWeaver,
and the RapidWeaver logo are trademarks of Realmac Software Limited.
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